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Brian Burchell: A Community Builder at Work
Brian Burchell arrived in Toronto from Windsor as an undergraduate at UofT and
was immediately smitten with the Annex. He may have moved about a bit since
then – indeed, he left Brunswick Avenue for the Danforth some years back – but
his heart is still in the ‘hood.

After graduating in 1987 with a degree in psychology, Brian embarked on a
career in publishing, beginning with the nascent Festival Magazine – the film
guide associated with that suite of repertory movie houses that were a central
part of Toronto’s film culture back in the day. Some eight years later he started
The Annex Gleaner which in the intervening years has continued to thrive. It’s
delivered well beyond our formal Annex borders, stretching farther south to
College Street and farther west to Christie. But we’ll take that broad use of our
name as a compliment.

The Bloor-Annex BIA

While in his day job Brian is Publisher of The Gleaner, he devotes a significant
amount of time to the Bloor-Annex BIA (Business Improvement Area), having
served on its Board for more than a quarter century, for a time as Treasurer and
then for the past 8 years as Chair.  Not surprisingly, there are days when Brian
feels like he’s juggling the equivalent of two full-time jobs.
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The BIA covers the strip from Madison west to Bathurst

While he never misses sight of the core economic mission of the BIA, Brian’s
philosophy is that you can’t separate businesses from the communities they
serve – there’s a symbiotic relationship at play, and in our case the situation is
mutually beneficial.

Take for example, the recent Bloor Street revitalization. How many of us in the
Annex are aware that the BIA contributed three-quarters of a million dollars to
that project, all of it raised through business levies? Plans were in the works for
seven years and involved intense coordination amongst all the major players –
City, Hydro, Telecoms, Enbridge, the TTC – not to speak of the companies
charged with the actual construction.

Economic Health of the Strip

The bike lanes themselves were not an easy sell to many of the BIA members
who were convinced that half of their customers arrived by car. The Metcalf
foundation, based on Madison Avenue, stepped up to be the major funder of a
study that involved 3,000 interviews with merchants and customers alike. The
Bloor Annex BIA and Koreatown BIA also each made significant contributions to
this fact-finding mission.

The results? It turned out that a whopping 93% of members’ customers arrived
on foot or by cycle, only 7% relying on a car. And, ironically, that number
increased to 9% post construction – not statistically significant, but certainly
proof positive that the redesign did not frighten away car traffic.



And while there is no doubt that the pandemic has had an impact, Brian says it’s
not been as severe as might have been expected. Of the 133 storefronts of
which the strip is comprised, there are only 12 vacancies at present. True, this is
an increase from the average 5 to 7 vacancies in the past, but not so high as to
signal economic doom. And so he remains up-beat about the future.

Community Benefits

Part of that confidence has to do with his pride in the aesthetic improvements
made along the strip during the revitalization project. Those handsome light
pole wraps are impervious to would-be taggers. That, together with the BIA’s
aggressive graffiti removal program (no tagger’s work lasts more than a couple
of days before it’s scrubbed clean) guarantees the area looks fresh and
prosperous.

The BIA sponsored mural at Major

And while taggers are actively discouraged, the BIA under Brian’s leadership has
proven to be a champion of local artists, sponsoring colourful murals on drab
walls. Just this past year it also underwrote the light strainer project that brought
bright kinetic sculptures to each of the three parkettes the BIA has created for
the community.

These parkettes – one at each of Robert, Major, and Brunswick – offer greenery,
seating, and much appreciated public space, welcome breathing room in what is
otherwise a dense streetscape.  Brian says the gardens in the parkettes are in
their infancy – they’re still learning which plants will thrive under which
conditions. But there is every intention to ensure they flourish. That’s because
the BIA is firmly committed to working outside narrow economic lines to
embrace improvement for the entire community.

So the next time you pass by that the billion-year-old boulder at Howland, or sit
at a BIA sponsored picnic table, or stop to admire the many new gardens
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gracing Bloor Street, – say a silent thanks to the neighbourhood businesses and
to the BIA which sees building a liveable neighbourhood as critical to its core
mission. And then, for absolute certain, make sure you shop local!!

If you spot Brian on Bloor, be sure to say hello. Photo by Lisa Lomax

Notes & Queries
Tree Lovers United

WOW!! What a gratifying response to the tree survey fund raising campaign we
announced last week. Within three short days we had already reached half of our
$5,500 goal for this years’ leg of the project. Just as important was the moral
support we received for the initiative, including encouraging notes like this one
from long-time Annexonian the Right Honourable Adrienne Clarkson. As she
makes clear in her letter, there’s no denying the importance of our tree canopy
nor the stress it’s currently under. So please, if you can find it in your heart and
wallet, then do consider donating to the cause. It’s an easy click to get to our
website donation page.
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As if our tree canopy isn’t under enough stress from the elements, developers
are a constant threat. Rest assured that Councillor Layton’s office is on the case
to see that this wonderful old beauty at 112 Avenue Road is treated with more
respect.

Did You Do DPS?

Last week was the official launch of the joint ARA/Digital Public Square initiative
based on our very own neighbourhood: Community Reflect: Annex. And it was
by all accounts an incredible success. In fact, the folks at DPS were "blown away"
by the level of engagement -- a real tribute to the commitment of our members.
That said, there's no reason why we shouldn't aim for perfection. So if you didn’t
get the chance last week, perhaps this week you’ll give it a try? You can go
straight to the survey now, or, if you think of it later, you can always go to the
home page of our ARA website and find the link there. Looking forward to
hearing from everyone. 
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See Avenue Road Reimagined

The tragic death of an 18-year-old cyclist at the corner of Bloor and Avenue
Road last August 18th made the ARSC’s campaign that much more pressing –
yet another life senselessly lost because of terrible road design. That’s why we
urge you to attend the September 13th virtual meeting in which Brown + Storey
Architects will present their renderings for a transformed Avenue Road, followed
by questions from the community. Just go to avenueroadsafety.eventbrite.com
to register for the meeting, scheduled for 7:00 to 9:00 pm.

CaféTO Survey

The Annex is hopping with expanded outdoor dining spaces in curb lanes and
on sidewalks courtesy of CaféTO. And now the City wants to hear what you think
of them. You have until September 19 to answer a brief survey that should take
no more than a few short minutes to complete. Note that when you reach the
question In what neighborhood did you most experience CaféTO? we’re the fourth
item on the drop down menu below the map – listed as 95 Annex. 
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Tango in Sibelius

Annexonian Nicole Stoffman is no stranger to readers of this newsletter – nor of
the Annex Gleaner for which she is both copy editor and regular contributor.
Nicole’s recently branched out to making video reports about doings in the
‘hood, and we were delighted recently to catch her piece on Solidaridad Tango in
Sibelius Park. You can watch it here at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oBB__6-pdus. Enjoy!

The Annex Residents' Association is a volunteer organization of residents committed to
improving and preserving the distinctive character of our neighbourhood. Our strength

depends on our base of support in a well-informed community.
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